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Abstract 

This paper gives an account of a first-person research 

and sensory experiences of a researcher making an 

artefact called SlowBreath. SlowBreath is an interactive 

cushion featuring heath and warmth, combined with 

meditative, relaxing, rhythmical vibrations. It is 

intended as a tool that supports energy balancing, a 

critical component of self-management for those with 

Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME). In contrast to 

approaches that focus on users’ needs, the researcher 

has designed the artefact by exploring different 

combinations and dynamics of materials, forms, and 

computational expressions, guided by own aesthetic 

judgments, focusing primarily on meditative and bodily 

experiences generated when using SlowBreath. Only 

when the researcher was satisfied with experiences, 

people with ME were to use SlowBreath for energy 

balancing, and minimizing of sensory input, to reduce 

the chances for illness-specific over-exertion, that can 

have a negative impact on their health, i.e., further 

research with users focused on the use, not design.    
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Introduction 

SlowBreath is one of the technology design explorations 

done by the first author during the last four years. All 

explorations featured a Research through Design (RtD) 

approach, and aimed to address how new technologies 

could support people with Myalgic Encephalomyelitis 

(ME) in their everyday lives towards illness self-

management and wellbeing. Thus, SlowBreath was 

made using certain design strategies and concepts 

developed for technology design for people with ME [1], 

such as minimal interactions, and balance. 

People with ME need to reduce their interactions with 

technology, and maintain minimal physical, cognitive 

and sensory exertion, due to the challenging nature of 

the illness. The latter implies that aspects of rich 

communication and minimal interaction, such as 

discussed in [3,4], are of relevance for technology 

design for people with ME.  

SlowBreath, shaped like a small cushion, accomplishes 

this by heat and repetitive, rhythmic vibrations. Taking 

a first-person research approach allowed us to explore 

the design strategy balance, combined with a focus on 

bodily experiences, similar to [2].  

Design of SlowBreath  

The focus during our design process was on exploring 

the combinations and dynamics of the material, form 

and computational expressions of SlowBreath (in line 

with [5]), and explore the design artefacts potential for 

supporting people with ME in their everyday lives in the 

practice of energy balancing. Energy balancing is an 

approach to balance periods of rest and activity to 

avoid over-exertion as part of illness self-management. 

Minimal Interaction and Sensory 

Engagements 

SlowBreath gently guides and supports a person at 

moments of a meditative practice. Through the choice 

of vibrational modes, one’s breath is guided through a 

repetitive, breathing exercise. For example, the breath 

can be guided in regular, four-seconds long intervals 

or, a very different, repetitive pulsing vibration, 

something that is intended to increase mindfulness. At 

the same time, the heat functionality calms. The 

combined use of heat and vibration achieves the state 

of relaxation and rest, and becomes a part of the 

energy balancing routine, aiming to help those with ME 

(and us others, too) to reach an ideal, relaxed and 

refreshed state.  

Computation 

SlowBreath is programmed in Arduino and Python; it 

contains an Adafruit FLORA microcontroller, five 

vibrating mini discs (see Figure 1), two electric heating 

pads (see Figure 2), and one haptic motor driver. 

Changing the code controlling the vibration as part of 

the material exploration opens for investigating how 

are the temporal and soma aesthetic experiences of 

SlowBreath manifested through interactions with the 

artefact. 

Material 

Through the exploration of materials bringing the fabric 

closer to something natural by choosing cotton over 

synthetic materials became important (see Figure 3). 

The material is a key aspect of shaping the feeling of 

holding and touching SlowBreath and experiencing the 

vibration and heat provided by the computation. 

 

Figure 1: Exploring the vibrating 

mini discs. 

 

 

Figure 2: One of the electric 

heating pads.  

 

Figure 3: Some of the different 

materials and colors explored. 

 



 

Form 

Several shapes and sizes were used (see Figures 4, 5 

and 6) to explore how the form shaped the properties 

of the meditation artefact. However, there were three 

main shapes that emerged during the design process: 

I. Long and rectangle shaped, it was weight down 

by its filling that is buckwheat.  

II. U-shaped cushion, very lightweight filled with 

small Styrofoam balls.  

III. Circular shape filled with poly-fil. 

The three different meditation cushions provided very 

different bodily experiences when used. The circular 

shape, in a combination with suitable computational 

materials, gave the most satisfying sensory reactions 

and relaxation by slowing down the breathing.  

First-Person Research and SlowBreath 

Taking the first-person research approach and a focus 

on bodily experiences, allowed us to make SlowBreath 

without having to engage people with ME in the design 

process. Considering that people with ME need to 

minimize the physical, cognitive and sensory exertion, 

participating in co-design research is often not the best 

option. However, first-hand sensory and bodily 

experiences were vital to understand the interactions 

with SlowBreath.  

Although the computational components of SlowBreath 

are simple, there were around one hundred and twenty 

built in vibration effects in the microcontroller. 

Furthermore, through coding it is possible to string 

together multiple effects in a row. In addition, 

parameters such as the intensity and the length of a 

vibrational cycle could be varied. This shapes a rich set 

of possible sensory experiences to explore. Sensing and 

evaluating their relaxation potential with users would 

unnecessarily complicate and prolong the exploration 

phase of the research, serving the sole purpose of 

being more objective.  

The first author has spent a considerable amount of 

work trying to use only ecological materials and natural 

colorings from plants, see Figure 3. The inspiration for 

these explorations, was to see if human waste could be 

put to use in material explorations of materials, as a 

way to focus on sustainability in design explorations. 

After weeks of alpaca wool being colored by avocado 

pits, used coffee grounds, turmeric powder (past the 

exploration date), used tea bags, or onion peels, she 

gave up because the colors that were found pleasing 

were difficult to stabilize using ingredients from the 

kitchen such as the salt and the vinegar. When using 

cushions, they would smear on the cloths, especially if 

one actually relaxes and falls asleep. Because they 

were colored by hand, they had a distinct look, 

aesthetically reminiscent of the 60-ies and the hippie 

era. Also, we already knew from our previous research 

that since people with ME often use most their time in 

their home, their home surroundings and objects 

intended for use within the home had to have an 

appealing aesthetics. Thus, a more neutral, soft fleece 

and other organic cotton fabrics were purchased and 

used for cushions that ME users did get to test, as 

shown on Figures 4-6. Although color and material 

explorations did not lead to something that was used in 

SlowBreath, they provided many valuable insights, such 

as that body heat, if one falls asleep with the cushion, 

and the humidity can easily make colors leak and, thus, 

one needs to strive to find alternatives that do not do 

this, yet satisfy the basic designer’s values.  

 

Figure 4: The circular shape of 

the meditation device 

SlowBreath. 

 

Figure 5: The U-shaped cushion. 

 

Figure 6: Experiencing the long 

and rectangle shaped cushion. 

 

 



 

In exploring the shapes, we were limited by the 

number of computational components available, and 

can claim that we have done only as well as the budget 

for this research allowed. This implied smallish cushions 

with relatively inexpensive fillings. Other variations 

would have certainly been possible, including testing 

with smells by, for example, mixing lavender with 

buckwheat.  

Apart from sensory perceptions, safety was of concern, 

given that SlowBreath contained two heating elements. 

How to best isolate these elements was another 

challenge. 

Motivation 
Our interest in the workshop topic is motivated by our 
limited experiences with, but a huge excitement about, 

the first-person research with SlowBreath. Unless one 
experiences first-person research, it is hard to imagine 
to what extent are the qualities of vibration, intensity of 

heat, weight, body position etc. all-important for the 
totality of experience. Or, how sounds from electronic 
components can enhance or ruin an experience. Or how 

certain fabrics make noise that is disruptive for the 
meditation and relaxation. However, when all 
experiences fall in place to form a single aesthetic one, 

i.e. the breath slows down naturally in response to the 
rhythmic vibration and warmth, SlowBreath had fulfilled 
its intent. While what it takes to reach this point could 
differ for future users of SlowBreath, knowing that this 

point can be found and perhaps having an idea how to 
help others find it is how we understand somaesthetics 

 [2], and the kind of research experience that spells out 

the question: Why not use myself as a research 

instrument more often? 

We believe that the first-person research offers new 

opportunities to expand the traditional HCI design 

approaches, in particular when the design is related to 

the body and bodily experiences. Therefore, we are 

interested in exploring first-person research further and 

perceive the workshop as an opportunity to inspire our 

future research. 
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